Sleep staging algorithm based on multichannel data adding and multifeature screening.
Sleep staging is an important basis of sleep research, which is closely related to both normal sleep physiology and sleep disorders. Many studies have reported various sleep staging algorithms of which the framework generally consists of three parts: signal preprocessing, feature extraction and classification. However, there are few studies on the superposition of signals and feature screening for sleep staging. The objectives were to (1) Analyze the effective signal enhancement based on the superposition of homologous and heterogeneous signals, (2) Find a better way to use multichannel signals, (3) Study a systematic method of feature screening for sleep staging, and (4) Improve the performance of automatic sleep staging. In this paper, a novel method of signal preprocessing and feature screening was proposed. In the signal preprocessing, multi-channel signal superposition was applied to improve the effective information contained in the original signal. In the feature screening, 62 features were initially selected including the time-domain features, frequency-domain features and nonlinear features, and a ReliefF algorithm was employed to select 14 features highly correlated to sleep stages from the former 62 features. Then, Pearson correlation coefficients were used to remove 2 redundant features from the 14 features to eventually obtain 12 features. Next, with the aforementioned signal preprocessing method, the 12 selected features and a support vector machine (SVM) classifier were used for sleep staging based on thirty recordings. Comparing the performance of sleep staging using different single-channel signals and different multi-channel superposition signals, we found that the best performance was obtained while using the superposition of two electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. The overall accuracies of sleep staging with 2-6 classes obtained by superposing the two EEG signals reach 98.28%, 95.50%, 94.28%, 93.08% and 92.34%, respectively, and the kappa coefficient of sleep staging with 6 classes reaches 84.07%. Among the proposed sleep staging methods of using single-channel signal and multi-channel signal superposition, the best performance and consistency were obtained while using the superposition of two electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. The multichannel signal superposition method pointed out a valuable direction for improving the performance of automatic sleep staging in both theoretical research and engineering applications, and the proposed systematical feature screening method opened up a reasonable pathway for better selecting type and number of features for sleep staging.